INCOME - TAX DEPARTMENT

1. Name of Assessee : Ketan Dhirajlal Desai
2. Address : 4-A, Vashishtha Apartment
               Nehrunagar Char Rasta
               Ahmedabad.
3. P.AN./GIR No. :
6. Block Period : 1-4-99 to 18-7-2000
7. Whether Resident/Ordinary Resident/Non-resident:
8. Nature of Business(es) : Medical Profession
9. Date(s) of hearing : As per order sheet
10. Date of Order : 27-4-2001
11. Section and sub-section under which the : u/s 158BC of the Income Tax Act, 1961
    Assessment is made.

ASSESSMENT ORDER

A search u/s 132 was carried out in the Dr. Ketan Desai group of cases on
18-7-2000. The assessee is a doctor and derives salary income from B J Medical College. Vide
order u/s 127 No. HQIII/104-Misc./127/Ketan/2000-2001 dttd 17-1-2001, the case was assigned to
Circle 6(3), Ahmedabad.

2. Notice u/s 158BC dttd 18-9-00 was served on the assessee on 22-9-2000. In
   response to it, the assessee filed a return of income in form no. 2B on 4-12-00 declaring the total
   undisclosed income of the block period at Rs. NIL. Notices u/s 142(1) were issued from time to
time and in response to it, Shri N D Patel from G K Choksi & Co., authorised representative of
the assessee, appeared and furnished details called for.

2. On the basis of details furnished and discussion, the total undisclosed income of the
   assessee for the block period is determined at NIL. Compute tax and interest u/s 158BPA(1).
   Give credit for prepaid taxes after due verification. Issue demand notice and challan.

Place : Ahmedabad.
Dated : 27-4-2001

(RAJIV AGRAWAL)
Asstt. Commissioner of Income-tax
Circle 6(3), Ahmedabad